Fisher Engineering has identified an issue with 2017 Ford F-250 – 550 trucks with H13 Halogen headlights. After installing the plow you will see a flickering issue with the park and turn signal lights.

Corrective Action:
In order to eliminate the plow park and turn signal lights flicker, you will need to install relay adapter kit part number 69826-1. Fisher Engineering is also working on a more permanent, long-term solution.

As a result of this previously unknown condition and additional requirement, Fisher Engineering will make a number of these adapters available to you at no charge, equal to the quantity of Part Number, 73973, H13 harness kits you may have previously ordered or still have on order. We will automatically generate a no charge order on your behalf based on the number of Ford harnesses you have ordered. No action on your part is required.

As prior usage was limited, current supply of the 69826-1 adapter kit is low. We expect additional stock to be available early next week.

eMatch has been revised to include this most up-to-date information.

Please contact Technical Support toll-free at (877) 299-2734 should you have any technical questions on this matter.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.